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On the 16th of August Dr. Sonja Theron’s book “Leadership, War and Nation-building in South

Sudan” was launched at the University of Pretoria’s Future Africa Campus in Pretoria, South

Africa. The book launch was attended by approximately 50 people. The event was hosted by

The Centre for Mediation in Africa, in collaboration with the African Leadership Centre. The

speakers included author of the book Dr. Sonja Theron, keynote speaker Prof. Cheryl

Hendricks, and Prof. Funmi Olonisakin as the chair of the discussion.

Vice President of International, Engagement & Service at Kings College in London, Prof

Funmi Olonisakin chaired the event. She started by sharing that this is not an “accidental

audience” but as a result of a precedent of strong engagement and collaboration over many

years. The idea was to bring together new fields and subfields to respond to challenges on

the African continent as part of building a community and changing the landscape of current

fields of research and practice. Similarly, this book grew out of a PhD thesis, which has been

a powerfully engaged process.

This “daring attitude” to change the field is also reflected in Dr. Theron’s book as she

challenges the notion that decades of continued violence in South-Sudan’s nation-building

struggle can be reduced to either “identity differences or the fault of individual leaders.” She

argues that South-Sudan’s current conflict is driven by “a set of destructive relationships that

have fueled violence and oppression in the country for the better part of a century.” It is this

cyclical leadership process that has “entrapped the country in an increasingly destructive

and contradictory nation-building process that continues to spiral and disintegrate.”

Keynote speaker, Prof. Cheryl Hendricks, the Executive Director of the Institute for Justice

and Reconciliation, praised the book for highlighting the confluence and multi-layered

aspects of conflict that is not always included in peacebuilding approaches. Prof Hendricks

elaborated that Dr. Theron’s book helps us to understand that we’ve merely tinkered with

the systems of power instead of building new systems between people and their leaders.

Instead of transforming state-societal relationships and addressing deeper questions of

identity and belonging, we’ve been dappling at the surface and that is why things are

continuously falling apart. It contributes to greater understandings of the limitations of

peacebuilding approaches and the need for more innovative systems and structures that

focus on the process of leadership and the mutuality between the political elite and the

people they are supposed to serve.

What do we do if African solutions for African problems have been silenced by guns? Prof

Hedricks concluded that we need to change the relationships; rethink democratic systems,

who we are and how we want to live together; challenge the very nature of power; and

build new agreements, centres and local peacebuilding infrastructure on the continent as



places for policy development and capacity building.

This book launch took a more unconventional turn as Dr. Theron explained how her personal

experiences influenced the work, which has now produced something that advances to a

new level of debate. It started with her own questions of identity and what it means to be a

citizen. She left her country at a young age and returned as a student to be confronted with

difficult debates on identity and belonging. These questions filtered into her studies as she

felt dissatisfied with how the literature deals with root causes to conflicts on the African

continent. She saw a major gap - humans are taken out of the conflict which leaves us with

shallow analyses of conflicts and nationhood.

Researching the root causes of the South-Sudan conflict also led her on a risky endeavour to

study the conflict over a continuum of 60 years. It paid off since the complexities and root

causes for the conflict form part of understanding conflicts as dynamic and critical to

changing societies. A recurring point throughout the discussion was that leadership as a

process is a relationship. This process between the state and citizens is often interrupted

due to external pressures and influences. The ‘external’ interrupts and prescribes certain

conditions with which the elite leadership of South-Sudan aligns without engagement

between their citizens to determine their ethos and values as people and nation. This makes

nationbuilding and peace difficult, even impossible.

As the book launch ended, the question was where do we go from here? There are no easy

answers, but a collective shift and response is required that lies with internal people-centred

solutions. Identity is constructed and easily weaponised against others, but identity is also

very real and affects every person’s day to day life. Social networks help people to stay alive

and are necessary for their livelihoods. When leaders don’t have legitimate forms of power

and lack mutuality with citizens, the dangerous weaponization of identity has serious

implications for how people live together. As citizens we can reconstruct identity, but then

we must find the spaces where we question the kinds of leaders we follow. We need to

point upwards and point to ourselves so we can construct how we want to live together and

decide how we want to keep each other and leaders accountable.

The book launch was a reflective process for Dr. Theron in which she was able to find her

voice in a different way, freed from the academic constraints. She connected her voice to the

voices of those who are amid the conflict in South-Sudan which again reignited her passion

for this very critical topic.


